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I. INTRODUCTION
One of the two main goals of farm mechanization is to
change the characteristics of the farm work, the other is
to increase the farmer's work ability. For example, a me
chanical planter makes the planting work less arduous and
greatly increases a farmer's work output compared to hand
planting.
The major functions of a planter are (i) to accurate
ly meter the seed, and (ii) to place the seed in the soil
at a uniform depth and with a uniform horizontal spacing.
With most commercial com planters, both accuracy of meter
ing and uniformity of seed placement decrease as planter
field speed is increased. Corn yields are affected by aver
age plant population, and to a lesser extent by nonuniformi-
ty of horizontal spacing (16). Depth of seed placement af
fects the final stand obtained (l6). A poor metering device
will cause imprecise metering such as skipping and doubling
com during the process of planting. A poor metering device
will also damage the seed. Conversely, a good metering devi
ce drops seeds at the proper rate and helps produce the pre
cise spacing necessary for high yields. W. L. Colville (8b)
stated that besides weather and soil fertility, precision
planting and proper population are the most important fac
tors for maximum yield.
Many researchers have attempted to improve the spac
ing precison of the planter. Using centrifugal force in 1968,
2Khan and McColly (13) built a planter with metering accura
cy of 105 percent^ and 1 percent damage at 7.02 mph plant
ing speed for 22,^00 plant population per acre and a ^0 inch
row spacing. In his research of design and development
of a precision planter, Brown (5) improved the metering ac
curacy of a John Deere ^00 plateless planter to 102 percent
with only 5 percent doubles and 3 percent skips-
Since spacing precision is not generally considered
to be as important as average plant population, this study
will be concerned with the problem of easily varying the
seeding rate- Population and spacing requirements are in
fluenced by such factors as the kind of crop, the type of
soil, the fertility level of the soil, the amount of mois
ture available, and the effect of the plant and row spacing
upon the cost and convenience of operations in thinning, weed
control, cultivation and harvesting, and many other factors.
Population and spacing can be varied by changing one
or both of the following parameters 1
Metering accuracy greater than 100% Indicates that
more than the theoretical number of seeds are dropped, i e
some cells drop two seeds at one time.
3(1). The ratio of planter forward speed to the rota
ting speed of the metering device.
(2)» The number of cells in the seed plate or meter
ing device.
In commercial corn planters# the seed metering mechan
ism is driven from a sprocket on the planter support wheel,
so that the ratio of planter forward speed to seed plate
rotation is essentially independent of field speed. Seeding
rate is changed# when desired, by changing sprockets in the
metering device drive train, or by changing to a metering
device with a different number of seed cells. These methods
have been used for years, but have the disadvantage of being
relatively time consuming, so that a farmer is generally not
willing to change the planting rate more than a few times in
a planting season, and then only to accommodate rather gross
changes in soil fertility or anticipated moisture conditions.
The purpose of this study is to design a seed popula
tion meter which can show the operator the exact planting rate
at any time, and to provide a method of easily changing the
planting rate. It is expected that this system will enable
the operator to adjust the planting population to existing
or expected fertility and moisture conditions.
For constant row spacing, the seed population is a func
tion of planter field speed and metering device rotating speed
From the dimensional analysis, the seed population is directly
proportional to the seeding rate of the planter and inverse
ly proportional to the planter speed. It can be shown as fol
lows I
u
v.d
^ .H = H
d V V
where P is seed population in seeds per acre
u is seeding rate of the planter in seeds per min.
V is planter speed in ft, per min.
d is width of the row in ft.
2
k and k* are constants having units of ft per acre
and ft. per acre, respectively.
There are least two ways to monitor or count the num
ber of seeds ejected from the metering device to the ground.
One method uses a mechanical device, while the other uses a
photo-electric cell. The mechanical measurement is roughly
described in Figure 1 (a). A metal strip is built into the
seed tube which the seeds ejected from the metering device
must pass through.
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Fig. l» Methods for measuring ejected seed
5Every time the ejected seed hits the strip, the strip will
turn down and close the circuiti causing a current to flow
through the circuit. After the pass of the ejected seed,
the spring will push the strip back and open the circuit.
When the circuit closes in a very short time and opens a-
gain# a pulse is obtained. From the pulses, the number of
seeds ejected can be counted. There are several problems
in this device!
(1) The weight of the corn is very small. Therefore,
the elastic constant of the spring must be small
so that the falling seed can make the strip turn
from the horizontal to the vertical position to
close the circuit. On the other hand, the spring
constant must be large enough to push the strip
back before the next seed is ejected.
(2) The metal strip must be light and have a good
electrical conductivity.
(3) A rebound problem of the falling seed on the met
al strip would exist.
(4) The strip would disturb the path of the ejected
com seed and adversely affect horizontal and
possibly vertical seed placement.
Pig. 1 (b) shows the idea of a measuring device
using a phototube. A lightbulb and a photo-electric cell
are used instead of the metal strip and spring. When the
6ejected seed passes through the light beam it produces a
pulse. More details of this are discussed in later chapters.
Units of this type are in use as seed monitors on commercial
com planters.
II. OBJECTIVES
The objectives of this research are to design and
construct a seed population meter for a com planter* This
meter could then be used with some suitable means for easily
varying the rate of seed drop, such as a hydraulic motor
drive on the seed metering mechanism, to allow a farmer to
adjust the seed population to any desired planting rate
to match soil fertility and expected moisture conditions.
These adjustments could be made from the tractor seat as
the planter is operated in the field. While commercial seed
monitors are capable of cotantlng the seeds dropped per unit
time, they do not relate this information directly to seed
population because they have no provision for obtaining or
utilizing a signal proportional to forward speed. They serve
primarily to Indicate that each metering unit is fimctloning.
The seed population can be calculated or read from a table
when row spacing and forward speed are taken into consider
ation.
8III. REVIEW OP LITERATURE
Before designing a seed population meter, it is neces
sary to understand well the operation of the planter. This
is why the literature reviewed is presented under two head
ings# the development of precision com planters, and the
measuring instrument.
A. Development of Precision Com Planters
The seed metering device is a very important part of a
planter. Bainer, Kepner and Barger (1) in their book classi
fied seed-metering devices asi ** (a) those having cells on
a moving member, the cells being sized to accommodate single
seeds or groups of a few seeds each, (b) force-feed devices,
each having a moving member to remove seed from the hopper
and discharge it in a more or less continuous stream, (c)
stationary-opening units, usually with an agitator above
the opening. **
" Force-feed and stationary-opening devices cannot
be used for single-seed drilling. For different grades of
seed, it is usually necessary to select a suitable plate in
the cell-type metering devices. During past years, there
were several planters using unconventional metering systems,
although they were basically cell-type devices. In France,
Nonet's new planter retained seeds by air depression and
the seed did not need grading. In the U.S.A. Grannini,
Chancellor and Garrett (11) in 196? also used a vacuum for
9eeed pickup. The use of a vacuiim seed-pickup had some advan
tages with small, irregularly shaped seeds. Once a seed is
held by the vacuxim at the orifice, further gripping action
can not be applied to other seeds.
The three types of modern commercial corn planters are
the plate type planter, the plateless planter and the air
planter. For the plate type planter, seed plates must be
changed for different grades of com, but not for the other
two types of planters-
A novel approach to both metering and seed delivery
was reported in 1968 by Khan and McColly (13)• There were
three separate driven members in the seed metering headi a
metering-ring, a cell-ring and a seed chamber. The metering-
ring with a single metering slot rotated with a drive ratio
of 16/1511 with the cell-ring which has sixteen cells. The
metering slot aligned with the leading cell on each revolu
tion of the metering-ring so that one seed would be fed into
the metering slot during the alignment. The seed ejection
shield retained the seed in the metering slot until the
ejection point was reached. Thus, for every revolution of
the metering-ring, a seed was ejected. Rotational speeds were
high enough (1,100 rpm for 22,^00 seeds in ^0** rows at 7 mph)
to produce seed velocities sufficient to imbed the seed in
the ground. Conventional machines had an inverse relation
ship between metering speed and metering accuracy. The
10
experimental machine, however, showed increased metering
accuracy at increased metering speeds within the desired 'fOO
to 1,100 rpm metering speeds* Below 1,100 rpm rotational
speed, seed damage was 3 to 6 percent.
International Harvester Compcmy in 1971 constructed
a new planter (2), the International 'fOO Cyclo Planter,
using air under pressure to meter and deliver seeds* When
planting, a fan blows air to the rotating drum. As the air
tries to escape through the holes of the drum it carries
one seed to each hole and holds the seed there till the air
is cut off by rubber wheels. The seed for each row is then
released to row tubes.
In 19711 Brown (5), in an effort to improve horizon
tal seed placement, designed a ground-driven rotor for de
livery of seed from the metering mechanism to the furrow at
zero horizontal velocity with respect to the ground. A plate-
less finger pickup planter was used to meter seed to the de
livery rotor. From the results, which were compared with a
standard plateless planter, he found that the experimental
planter was better only at the higher speeds and found that
the metering system is more important in determining good
seed spacing than the seed delivery system.
B. Measuring Instrument
Beckwith and Buck (3)i in their book, divided measure
ment systems into three stagest
11
stage I. A detector-transducer stage
Stage 11. An intermediate staget or the intermediate
modifying stage.
Stage III. The terminating stage* consisting of one
or a combination of the followingi an in
dicator, a recorder, or some form of con
troller.
The three stages are shovm in Fig- 2.
In 1967, Doganooskii, Romanovskii and Sudachenko (9)
developed a photoelectronic instrument for determining the
accuracy of seed drilling. They used a FEU-l? photoelectric
multiplier as a recording unit and a scintillating capacitor
was used as a light source. The block diagram is shown in
Fig. 3.
The time intervals between impulses due to the passage
of seeds through the flat beam depend on the regularity with
which the seeds leave the metering mechanism. By counting
the number of marks between impulses, the series of figures
obtained is broken down into classes. Calculation of the
theoretical time interval between the passage of seeds yields
a constant describing the evenness of sowing.
In 1971V Palmer and Owen (15) utili&ed tin on-line dig
ital computer to select plants to be removed during a thin
ning operation. They designed a plant detector using a photo
electric sensing technique to identify plants by the reflec-
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)
tance characteristic of their chlorophyll. The information
was than transmitted to the computer which in its memory
constructed a map of plant positions and determined which
should be killed according to the compensation principle
with which it was programmed. The block diagram of the com
puter interface is shown in Fig.
In highway maintenance, for the right amount of de-
icing salt for weather conditions, Automated Servo Controls
Inc. has constructed a " ground oriented system In this
system, a photoelectric sensor which connected to the speed
meter ahaft is used to sense the ground speed of the truck.
Another photoelectric sensor which attached to the conveyor
gearbox is used to sense the conveyor speed, and therefore
the amount of material being spread. Both sensors are ref
erenced into an analog computer. Through the computer-
operated hydraulic servo value, which controls the conveyor
speed, the ground speed of the truck and the conveyor speed
maintain a constant ratio, thus maintaining the selected
amount of material per given distance. The spreading rate
can be varied by turning a switch to change the reference
signal input to the computer*
Transmission gate
Register—1
Sensors
Experi
mental
control
Rowl
Row2
Row3
15
Device
selector
PDP 8/1
Com
puter
Flag
clock
Transmission gate
I—Register
ow 2
Lamp 2
Lamp 3
Solen
oids
Porta
ble
Lamp
Regis
ter
Fig. k, Singler/computer interface (15)
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IV. PRINCIPLE OF DESIGN
The population and spacing of the planted seed depend
upon the planting speed and the rate of seed drop as mentioned
above. A meter to indicate the seeding rate per acre is
the purpose of this research. The planter speed and the
speed of the metering device are both monitored. By using
appropriate units and dividing the seed rate by planting
speedt the planting rate in seeds per acre can be obtained.
The purpose of this research is to find appropriate
methods of measuring the planting speed and seed rate and
of combining them.
The planter forward speed can be measured very easily-
In this research, a d-c tachometer driven from a wheel in
contact with the ground was used to produce a voltage pro
portional to planting speed.
An ordinary d-c tachometer-generator can produce an
output voltage proportional to the rotating speed (3)* The
relation between the output voltage auid input speed can be
written as (3)i
Hp £ N _8
-60-;^— ^
PP
Where, e^i average output voltage in volts
n^ I number of poles
n^ I number of conductors in armature
17
5 I flux per pole in lines
N I rotating speed in rpra
n I number of parallel paths between positive and
PP
negative brushes
For a d-c tachometer-generator, n^, n^, and n^p are
constamtsi therefore» the formula can be rewritten as i
80- kn
wheref
P c «Q
K « -rr X 10 °60npp
Since the tachometer is driven from a wheel in con
tact with the ground, N is proportional to the field speed.
Consequently, e^^ K'V,
where, V 1 planter forward speed in foot per minute
^ tach. rev.
foot of forward travel
In general, the question of how many events occur with
in unit time can be answered by utilizing digital electronic
counters in conjunction with suitable transducer sorting
systems, as illustrated by the block diagram in Figure 5 (l^)*
(events or items)
Transducer sorting system
Signal-shaping and
discriminator circuit
Electronic gate
18
Electronic counting unit
Digital readout
Pig. 5. Block diagram of counter system
The transducer-sorting system transfers the input in
formation into electrical signals. These signals which con
tain the information about the phenomenon are shaped into a
form and magnitude necessary for operating the specific type
of digital circuit. An electronic gate which directs the sig
nals into the electronic counting unit at the proper time is
used to control the signals. For each input pulse, the coun
ting unit advances one step.
The use of an event counter to determine the seed rate
is illustrated in Fig. 6.
The details for the seed rate measuring system are
described as follows:
\ \l
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(a) Transducer-Sorting Systemt
The transducer-sorting system for measuring seed rate
can utilize a voltage-to-frequency converter as illustrated
in Fig. 7.
The cadmium sulfide (CdS) and cadmium selenide (CdSe)
detectors are photoconductive devices which are used as
light-sensitive resistors that decrease in resistance for
an increase in light intensity and vice versa. The response
time of the CdSe cell is in the millisecond range and the
CdS response is somewhat slower.
In Fig. 7, the charging time for the capacitor C chan^
es as the resistance of the photodetector varies, there
fore, changing the firing rate for the unijunction transis
tor (UJT). Every time a seed passes through the light beam
it breaks the incident light and increases R., thus produc-
c
ing a pulse. The number of pulses at output is proportional
to the ejected seeds.
(b) Signal Shaping and Discriminating Circuit*
The waveforms of the output pulses of the voltage-to-
frequency converter are not uniform. In order to discriminate
against noise and obtain uniform-width pulses, a clipper cir
cuit is used first. The clipper circuit is used to clip be
low a fixed voltage level. That is, only signal peaks exceed-
certain " threshold ** level would result in output
pulses. The clipper circuit is a diode-resistor series cir-
21 
cuit as shown in Fig. 8. Input and output waveforms of the 
clipper circuit are shown schematically in Fig. 9. 
After the clipper circuit, the output pulses are fed 
into a monostable multivibrator to produce pulses of con-
stant amplitude and constant pulse width. A monostable mul-
tivibrator is a pulse shaper which can provide uniform-width 
and constant amplitude pulses from a variable amplitude in-
put pulse train. The constant amplitude and uniform-width 
pulses are necessary for the use of a diode-pump. 
(c) Diode-pump 1 
After obtaining the uniform pulses which are propor-
tional to the number of ejected seeds, a diode-pump is used 
to provide an average current that is directly proportional 
to the number of pulses. The formula for this relationship 
can be ·written as follows (14)1 
where, N a the number of pulses 
c1 a the capacitance 
ein 1 the magnitude voltage of the pulse 
t 0 1 the time duration of each pulse 
A Q 1 quantity of electricity 
After shaping, the values of ein and tc of the pulses 
are constant. For some value of c1 , the formula can be writ-
ten as 1 
/ 
Seed
mechanism
O
ejected
seed
22
o +12v
o Output pulses
B.
Figt 7# Voltage-to-frequency converter
sro
23
0 1^
0
E
Fig. 8. Clipper circuit (1^)
E
> N
£
ir~L_r
Fig# 9» Input and output waveshapes of a clipper circuit (1^)
^avg = KN
Where, K »
%
2^
The circuit of the diode-pump is shown in Fig. 10. The
values of and of the circuit are chosen so that their
product is larger than one-fifth of the time duration t of
the input pulse, i.e., 5 ^hen the input pulse is
positive with amplitude e^^, the diode conducts* and the
capacitance charges to the magnitude e^^^. iVhen the input
pulse is zero, the diode is reverse biased and the diode
^2 positive biased. Therefore, Dg conducts and the capac
itor discharges through the D^, the current meter and
The circuit values of and are chosen so that
is discharged completely before the next input pulse. There
fore, the input circuit is in essentially the same condition
as for the previous input pulse. Another pulse of the same
amplitude e^^ will again provide a charge aq = Again,
this charge will be pumped through the meter when the input
I
pulse returns to zero. The result is an average meter cur
rent proportional to input pulse rate.
After obtaining the two signal voltages, one propor
tional to the planting speed and the other proportional to
the seed-rate, an electronic multiplier can be used to per
form the work of dividing. Most multipliers can perform four
basic operationsi (a) multiplication, (b) division, (c) squar-
25
Pig.10, Count-rate meter using a diode-pump (1^)
26
ing, (d) square-root.
An electronic multiplier performs multiplication by e-
lectrical simulation of the algebraic expression (18)i
( ^ 3^ XY
This cam be represented by the diagram in Fig. 11 Cl8),
Division of a variable voltage X by another variable
voltage Y is accomplished by placing the multiplier in the
feedback loop of a high-gain amplifier. The circuit is shown
by the diagram in Fig. 12.
The block diagram of the seed population meter is il
lustrated as Pig. 13 The circuit is shown in Pig. 14-.
Pig. 15 shows the waveshapes at different stages from
the pulse produced by the ejected seed to the shaped output.
It includes (a) the waveshape produced by the voltage-to-
frequency converter, (b) the waveshape after being inverted,
(c) the waveshape after clipping and (d) the pulses from the
monostable multivibrator.
-v^
X 9 •' Oy.-X
+x
-w^
y f—VIA. C>
+X —^wv-
-X —MV—
-Y
4'X
••Y "VVIA.
-X
-Y —
27
+(
-f r
K(X+Y)
-WIA-
•c>"^ns?Y
K'XY
-K(X-Y)
Two-phaae Input Input summing Squaring Output summing
network and network amplifier
absolute-value
network
Pig. 11. Multiplication circuit (18)
-X +x
+x
+Y
-10 V. <^^+10 V.^+10
0 < Y ^+10 V.
Fig, 12, Dividing circuit (18)
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(a)
(b)
Js
(c)
(d)
15- Signal waveshapes at different stages of
conditioningj (a) produced by the voltage-
to-frequency converter, (b) after being in
verted, (c) after clipping, (d) the pulses
from the monoetable multivibrator.
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V, TEST
The design outline for a seed population meter for a
planter is described in the previous chapter. The construc
tion of the meter can be divided into three parts •
A, Seed-Rate Measuring
A John Deere Model ^00 finger pickup plateless planter
was used as the test planter. The planter was equipped with
a Dickey-john DjOC seed monitoring unit.
The Dickey-john DJOC seed monitor system contains a pho
toelectric cell, a timer and a counter. Therefore, an attempt
was made to use it as a seed-rate measuring device. The pho
toelectric cell was mounted on the seed tube end where the
ejected seed leaves the planter and a lightbulb was located
directly opposite the photocell. The lightbulb and the pho
tocell were used as a transducer to transfer the input infor
mation to an electrical signal. The function of the timer is
to control the start and stop of counting. The mechanical
counter was used to register the number of seeds ejected
while the timer was running, v/hen the ejected seed passes
through the light beam, a pulse is produced as illustrated
in the block diagram in Fig, 16.
Ejected
seeds
Phototube
32
Timer
Pulse
Counter
Determine
counting time
Readout
Fig* l6. Block diagram of the DJOC
From Brown's (5) ** Design and Development of a Precision Corn
Planter " data# the sensor was checked by counting the number
of the ejected seeds with the counter and by hand. Brown's
data are shown in Table 1.
Table 1 • Comparison of hand and monitor counts of me-
tered seeds at 65 rpm (5)
Monitor Count
208
208
206
202
206
ZOk
Hand Count
20^
220
205
203
210
213
Difference
-12
+1
-1
-9
2%
5%
>5%
.5^
2%
4^
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When there are doubles, the transducer changes the du
ration of the output pulse only* It fails to detect the dou
ble.
To successfully use the DJOG seed monitor as a part
of seed-rate meter, it was necessary to convert the pulse
output from the DJOG unit to an analog signal, as shown in
Pig. 16. For ease of experimentation in the laboratory, a
flashing stroboscope was used to excite the photocell, ra
ther than dropping seeds through the light beam. The flash
ing rate of the stroboscope was varied by turning a knob on
the instrument, thus simulating a wide range of rate of seed
drop.
The counter and the timer of the DJOG is used to count
the number of seeds per unit time interval. But, in this re
search, an output voltage that is proportional to the pulses
is the objective. Therefore, a IK ohm resistance and a diode-
pump were used inste^ri of the counter and the timer. Lacking
the knowledge of the form and the time duration of the pulses
from the stroboscope, different values of resistance and
capacitor G^ in the diode-pump circuit ( Fig. 10 ) were test
ed. For different values of and the relationship be
tween output voltage and pulse frequency are as Table 2.
Although some combinations have the same time constant,
^1^1' results of output voltages versus input frequency
are not the same. From the data, when resistances were changed
34
the output voltage had only a small change, but when the
capacitances were changed, the output voltage changed a lot.
This means the capacitor has more influence than the resis
tance in this circuit. Prom Fig. 17, when C^= 0.12mf,
lOK ohm, the relation between the output voltage and the fre
quency is most nearly linear.
For a constant voltage from the battery in the DJOC
circuit an output voltage that is proportional to the num
ber of seeds can be obtained. But for a different value of
the battery voltage, the proportional constajit of k =
changes. Therefore, it is important to keep the voltage of
the battery constant.
B, Planter-Speed Measuring
There are many instruments for measuring the speed.
The speed-measuring instrument for this research is the one
that can produce an output voltage which is proportional to
the speed. Therefore, a d-c tachometer generator was used.
For the laboratory simulation, a d-c tachometer generator
was kept in close contact with the shaft of a variable speed
motor. As the motor rotated, it turned the shaft of the d-c
tachometer generator, which was connected to a volt-meter.
Different rotating speeds were used. The relation between
the output voltage and the rotating speed is shown in Pig.
18. From this Figure, it can be seen that the relation be
tween the output voltage and the rotating speed is linear.
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C. Signal Combination
From part 1, seed-rate measuring,
where, e^^ «= output voltage from the seed-rate measuring
unit
Nj * number of seeds planted
• constant
Prom part II, planter-speed measuring
"2 " ^2^2
Vp
where, « output voltage from the planter-speed measur
ing unit, volts
«= velocity of the planter, feet/min
^2 ™constant
The multiplying unit of a TR-20 analog computer was
used to perform the work of dividing. Let e^ and be two
input voltages of the TR-20. The output Z of the TR-20 when
patched for dividing is
e.
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= -10
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Th« following procedures were used to get the data of
N^, Vg and Z.
(!)• The timer of the DJOC was set at 1 minute and the coun
ter of the DJOC was used to count the number of ejected
seeds in one minute.
(2). During the time of seeds-countingt the rotating speed
of the motor was kept constant. The output of the d-c
tachometer generator was first connected to a tachom
eter for a spaed reading. After the speed Vg was re
corded » the output of the DJOC was plugged into TR-20,
(3)» The readout Z of the TR-20 was recorded. Prom Z,
and the constant can be calculated by
2V^
K3 Nj
The value N^/Vg ( seeds per foot ) obtained from Z/K^
was checked with the value obtained from dividing by Vg
directly as shown in Table 3.
Suppose there is an n-row, d inch width planter. For
each row, the unit planter has a seed population The
seed population for the whole planter ( containing n unit
planter ) is equal to^Z Nj/v,. The planter covers d-inch
i«l ^ ^
40
width. Therefore, in the area (^Vj^/n ) (i^) square feet,
n
there is ^ seeds. For the area* if we use the unit "acre
instead of "square foot", then we have
n z
21 (N, ) (Seeds) 43»560(ft)
i»l i
X or
(gj Vi/n) (d/12) (ft ) 1 acre
i"l i
X (12 X 43,560} seeds per acre.
V^/n ) d
i»l
For operation in a straight line ( no turning ), the
velocities of the n unit planters are the same. Suppose
- V,
then
n n
(12xij-3.560) X N.)/(^ V./n ) d
i"l ^ i=l
n
= (12/d X 1*3.560) (ZI N./V)
i-1
= (12/d X43,560) ( Nj + Ng + Nfi 5
- (12/d X^13.560) (Z^/K^ +Zg/Kj -t- +Z^Kj)
- (12/d X'♦3.560) ZA3 = KZ
where
2 » Z. + + Z
12 n
K = (12/d X if3i560)/K_
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^ A meter to indicate the seed population in seeds per
acre can be calibrated as shown in the following block diagram
Unit- Unit- Unit- Unit-
Multiplier
lP3
VI. DEVELOPMENT
The seed-rate measuring instrument mentioned above is
complicated and expensive. A simpler method was tried for
measuring the seed rate. In all planters, the number of plant
ed seeds is proportional to the rotating speed of the shaft
that drives the seed plate or other metering device. There
fore i instead of counting the number of ejected seeds» we can
measure the rotating speed of the plate shaft. Suppose there
are r cells in the plate. Without skips and doubles, there
are r seeds ejected for every revolution. For N revolutions,
there are N x r seeds ejected. If the plate shaft rotating
speed is n revolution per minute, then, theoretically, there
are n x r seeds planted per minute. From previous test, the
output voltage of a d-c tachometer generator is proportional
to its rotating speed, thus proportional to the ejected seeds.
Therefore, from the output voltage, the number of ejected
seeds can be closely estimated. The relations are illustrated
as follows I
SbCn
or S'• kn
but, n- m K'V
S' » k (k'V) 3 KV
or V = K'S'
where seed rate, seeds per minute
n = rotating velocity of the plate shaft, rpm
V » output voltage of the d-c tachometer generator
kk
This syetem does not actually count the seeds ejected,
although metering efficiency approaches 100% for a good match
of seed plate to the seed* A commercial seed monitor could
"be added to this system to ensure that seeds are actually be
ing ejected as the metering device turns. To test the effects
of planter and com variety, two com seed varieties,
and SX7, were tested in two John Deere plateless planter units
at metering device speeds of 56 rpm and 86 rpm. The data and
calculations are shown in Table k.
To simplify the calculations, the author use the mean
of 10 replications. The interest is only in the main effects
and interactions are not important in this test, so we put
one-order and two-order interactions as residual. The analysis
is as follows I
Source d.f. S.S. M.S. F
~~K i ^ zTTJ
B 1 6,844 6,844 3.52
c 1 299.538 299,538 154.08
AB
AC
BC
ABC
Residual 4 7,775 1,944
Total 7 318,297
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There are no significant differences of the planter and
the com seed variety at the 5% significance level. This can
be understood very easily. The performance of new planters
of the same size and make should have little differences. The
ejected com seeds were counted by hand. This decreases the
seed-counting error.
Knowing there is no planter effect, the relation between
the seed-rate and the output voltage is studied. Without skips
and doubles of the seeds, the relation is as shown in Table 5«
Table 5- Relation between theoretical seed-rate
and output voltage
Rotating Speed
of
Shaft (rpm)
Seed-rate
(Seeds/min)
Voltage
(Volts)
29 3^8 0.17
33 396 0.20
^5 5^0 0.27
51 612 0.31
56 672 0.34
60 720 0.36
69 828 OAZ
83 996 0.51
86 1032 0.52
109 1308 0,66
4?
A Dickey-John DJOC was used to count the seeds ejected
per minute instead of hand counting. For corn seed varieties
and SX7« the relation of seed-rate and output voltage
are shown in Table 6 and Table ? respectively.
. seed-rate .
Fig# 19 shows three different values of K (• 7-
® voltage
Corn variety SX7 is closer to the theoretical valuet this
is because the corn seed of SX7 is more nearly flat in shape
and more homogenous in size. However# both varieties plot very
close to the theoretical curve.
Because of this good agreement, the population meter
was built by measuring the plate-shaft as seed-rate measuring
instead of using the photoelectric instrument and diode pump.
One d-c tachometer generator was mounted on the main shaft
which was driven from the planter wheel shaft. A second d-c
tachometer generator was mounted on the plate shaft. The plate
shaft and main shaft were driven through a transmission to
obtain different speeds of the plate shaft for constant main
shaft speed. The output of these two d-c tachometer generators
were plugged into a multiplier on the TR-20 computeri the one
from plate shaft as dividend and the one from main shaft as
divisor. The output values (Z) of the TR-20 were compared
with the seed-rate obtained from the counter of DJOC. The
data are shown in Table 8. From Figure 20, it can be seen
that the relation between the value Z and the seed rate N
is constant.
^8
Three variables are taken into account in
constructing the plant population meter. They are row
width, planter speed, and plate shaft speed. The value
of Z is obtained from planter speed and plate shaft. For
*ii-''ferent row widths, the same value of Z means a different
plant population. Therefore, the meter is'^ calibrated in
several rows to indicate different row width.
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Fig. 19. Seed rate vs. tachometer output voltage
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Seed variety I K^=2130
Theoretical K =2088
o
Seed variety II K2=2070
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Table 8. Values of Vx, Vy, N and Z
( Each value is a mean of 5 replications )
Plate-shaft Main-shaft Seed Z
Voltage
Vx
(Volte)
Voltage
Vy
(Volts)
Rate
N
(Seeds/min)
.« Vx-10 v7
Meter
Value
1 0.18 1.23 35^ IA2
2 0.21 1.23 klO 1.71 1.68
3 0.28 1.23 556 2.28 2.2'!
k 0.29 1.20 60? 2.^2 2.45
5 0.31 1.23 651 2.52 2.58
6 0.3^ 1.22 691 2.79 2.81
7 0.37 1.22 759 3.03 3.12
8 O.M 1.23 879 3.33 3.38
9 0A5 1.22 953 3.69 3.65
10 0,51 1.21 1003 ^.21 4.18
11 0.66 1.20 125^ 5.52 5.60
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VII. DISCUSSION
1. The Effect of the Small Seed Parts on the Photoelectric
Pulse I
In the research experiment, there were always some small
pieces of kernels mixed with the graded com. Thinking these
may be a major source of error, com seeds of half size* and
rice seed ( about 1/5 size of corn ) were also tested. The
counter of the DJOC was used to count the number of seeds or
seed parts ejected and this reading was compared with the num
ber counted by hand. The data are shown in Table 9.
Data in Table 9 show that the counter always missed count'
ing some small seeds. It seems a single rice seed cannot pro
duce a pulse. It intersects only part of the light beam, which
is not enough to produce a pulse. When three or four rice seeds
were ejected at the same time, then the lightbeam was disturbed
enough to produce a pulse. Another reason may be that if three
or four rice seeds fell one very closely after the other, then
the voltage-to-frequency converter produced only one pulse
instead of three or four.
For the same seed plate, the doubles increase as the
size of seed decreases. The cell of the plate can fit com
correctly only in a small range of the seed size. The detec
tor of the photoelectric instrument can respond to the individ
ual seeds of a double or a triple only if they are separated
by some time intervals when passing the light beam. But the
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Table 9. Seed-rate counted by DJOC counter and by hand
1/2 Size Com Rice
By Counter By Hand By Counter By Hand
580 620 ^80 1926
596 638 488 2073
588 629 498 2068
576 61^ 518 2153
578 615 528 2264
586 627 556 2345
598 6^1 556 2338
602 6kS 568 2392
58if 621 606 2419
572 609 652 2426
684 2471
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second method of measuring seed output ( measuring seed plate
speed ) fails to detect the doubles oxid skips. The output
voltage is only proportional to the plate shaft rotating speed.
Comparing Table 6 with Table ?, it can be seen that for the
same shaft speedi the number of ejected seeds of variety SX?
is larger than that of variety G-W<4. Therefore, if shaft
speed is used as a measure of seed-rate, the seed had better
be closely graded if good accuracy is to be achieved.
2#' Voltages of the Battery i
The last four columns of the Table 2 were repeated as
listed in Table 10.
Table 10, Diode pump output voltages for different
battery voltages
Output Voltages ( Volt )
battery voltage«8 volts battery voltages=12 volts
Pulses Fre
quency
(pulses/minj
Rj^»lQK -
Ci =.15nif
• RjMOK
C^=.12mf
Rj^-IOK
C^=.10mf
R^=6.8K
C^=.22mf
300 .092 .076 • 150 .128
koo
500
600
700
800
900
1,000
.118
.145
.171
.197
.222
.246
.270
.096
.118
.139
.161
.180
.200
.221
.194
.240
.285
.329
.373
.415
.458
.164
.201
.238
.273
.307
.341
.374
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In comparing voltage output for R^=10K, C^=0-12mf with vol
tage for Rj^»10K, Cj^=0.10mf, the corresponding voltages in
crease. This is because the battery voltage was changed
from 8 volts to 12 volts# Therefore, it is important to keep
the battery voltage constant. When the battery discharges,
the voltage at the terminals falls gradually from its open
circuit value until the end of the discharge is approached,
when it begins to fall much more rapidly. A generator reg-
ulator 1b auggastad to add to the battary to keap tha supply
voltage constant.
3» Stability of the Diode-Pumpi
When using the diode-pump, it was found in the voltme
ter and the TR-20 that the voltage obtained from the diode-
pump fluctuated. Also, the response time was quite long. From
theory, the time for the output voltage of the diode-pump to
reach a stable state is influenced by the time constant
When tha input pulse duration, t, equals five times the time
constant, the capacitor of the diode-pump is considered to be
fully charged. The charging and discharging of the circuit is
shown in Pig. 21.
&
c,
(b) from t » 0
to t "1
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O)
. .0,
c
(c) from t = t.
to t * t;
Fig. 21. Charge and discharge of the diode-pump
(a) Diode-pump, (b) When charging, and (c) When dis
charging
If t a tj^ " ^o " ^2 ~ ^1^1' circuit is not
fully charged and fully discharged. If t is larger than five
times the time constant then, after being fully dis
charged, the indicator of the voltmeter will fade back to zero,
thus causing fluctuations. Therefore, it is important to keep
the time constant of the circuit a little smaller than
one-fifth of the input pulse dxiration.
The rate of response of the counter is a function of the
characteristics of the photosensitive device and the seed fall
ing rate. Prom Table 2, it can be seen that when frequencies
of the stroboscope are higher than 1000 pulses per minute, the
output voltage is not linear with the pulse frequency. The
values of « 0.12mf and = lOK are suitable only in the
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range from 300 pulses/min. to 1,000 pulses/mln.
Comparison of the two Seed-rate Measuring Methodsi
The precision of the plate-shaft measuring method de-
ponds greatly on the efficiency of the metering mechanism of
the planter. Besides other source of errors there is always
an error from the metering system of the planter. If the effi
ciency of the metering system is low, then this method cannot
be used. But the photoelectric measuring method counts the
ejected kernels directly. Its precision is less influenced
by the metering mechanism. Therefore, the precision of the
photoelectric method is higher than that of plate-shaft mea
suring method. The photoelectric measuring system consists
of a voltage-to-frequency converter, clipper circuit, single-
shot multivibrator and diode-pump. Its price is much higher
than that of simple d-c tachometer generator.
5. TR-20 Analog Computer!
A TR-20 analog computer was used as a divider in this
researohi but it is too big and too expensive to be practically
used in the field. A small and cheap analog multiplier which
can perform the dividing function only can be tried. Rugged,
reliable, high quality multipliers are commercially available
for about $ 100.
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VIII, CONCLUSION
The need for better operator control of plant population
makes it desirable to have a meter which can indicate the seed
population at any time.
The seed population was determined by combining elec
trical signals proportional to the rate of seed drop and plant
er speed. Two methods were used to measure the rate of seed
drop. One used a photoelectric system to count the number of
ejected kernels. The other measured the plate shaft rotating
speed as a measure of the number of ejected kernels. The for
mer was more accurate and more expensive. The accuracy of the
latter method depends largely on the efficiency of metering
system of the planter. A d-c tachometer generator was used to
measure the forward speed of the planter. After obtaining
the two signal outputs» the one proportional to the rate of
seed drop and the other proportional to the planter speed, an
analog computer TR-20 was used to determine the seed popula
tion (seeds/acre). A meter was calibrated in several rows to
indicate different row widths.
For an accurate population meter, a precise metering
mechanism in the planter is necessary. Changes in the size
of the seed alter the performance of the metering device of
the planter and will alter the accuracy of the population
meter also.
6i
IX. SUGGESTION FOR FURTHER STUDY
1. To modify a planter metering mechanism drive so that it
can be driven by a hydraulic motor instead of being
ground driven# This would permit the operator to easily
adjust the seed population, seeds/acre, for changes in
soil fertility or expected moisture conditions.
2. To simplify circuit and construct a seed rate device
which is simpler and much cheaper than the photoelectric
device, but more reliable and accurate than the rotating
shaft device.
3. To try seeds other than corn to further examine the func
tions of planting meter.
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